Holden Write-Off
Prevention
Turn a loss into a win.

Turn a total loss into a viable repair
Throughout the collision repair industry, there is one universally
acknowledged truth – no one wants a write-off.

A WIN-WIN SITUATION
Collision Repairers A total loss means no repair – no parts sales, no labour

It is bad news for everyone concerned, Holden Owners, Insurers, Repairers,

charges, no business. Saving the repair provides work, turnover and profits.

Holden Dealers and Holden, everyone loses out.

It’s what they’re in business for.

But many write-offs are on the borderline of viability. We just need to find a

Insurers Retaining satisfied customers is an objective for us all. If the vehicle can

way to deliver a small saving on the total repair costs… all it needs is a little

be repaired to a pre-accident condition, will meet the repair criteria of the

negotiation and the vehicle could be saved.

Insurance Company, and the customer wants the vehicle returned, the Holden

That’s where Holden’s Write-Off Prevention program comes in. This new

Write-Off Prevention program may offer the most cost-effective solution.

initiative forms a partnership, all working together to save the vehicle – and

Holden Dealers A total loss means more than the lost sale of parts for the

that’s in everyone’s best interests.

repair. Write-off Prevention keeps the vehicle on the road and that means
future parts sales, service opportunities and potential vehicle sales to
customers staying loyal to the brand.
And it’s all achieved by following a simple six-step process.

Step one:
The questions

Step two:
Target cost

The Insurance Assessor evaluates the repair estimate

The Insurance Assessor sets a target repair cost

from the Collision Repairer and declares the vehicle

for Holden Write-off Prevention to work towards.

to be a write-off.
However
– Can the vehicle be returned to a pre-accident,
roadworthy condition?
– Does the owner want to save the vehicle?
If the answers are yes, then use the Holden Write-Off
Prevention program.

–W
 hat reductions are required to turn the writeoff into a viable repair?
–B
 y working together, could that reduction be
realistically achieved to make the repair viable?

Step three:
Supplying the
information

Step four:
Holden
evaluation

The Collision Repairer, Insurance Assessor or Holden

Holden evaluates the Write-Off Prevention Request

Dealer completes step one of the Holden Write-Off

based on business rules and other evidence provided

Prevention request form.

to support the request form.

The form identifies the savings required to turn the

Holden may directly contact both the Insurance

total loss into a repair.

Assessor and Collision Repairer as part of the

The Holden Dealer completes the final section of the
form and submits it to Holden.
Holden Write-Off Prevention Request Forms are
available from:
Download a copy from holdentradeclub.com.au
Or
Send an email to holdenwp@gm.com to request
a copy
Holden recommends that you save the completed
Holden Write-Off Prevention Request Form PDF with
the vehicle VIN as the file name.

process to achieve the required repair cost savings.

Step five:
Notification

Step six:
Go ahead

Holden communicates the level of assistance

If the combined savings meet the target repair

that can be provided under the program to the

cost to turn the write-off into a viable repair, the

Holden Dealer.

job can go ahead.

In most cases, we will endeavour to respond within

All it takes is one email.

one business day of receiving the request.

Write-off prevention – a ‘win-win’ for everyone
Collision Repairers get additional parts, paint and labour sales
Insurers pay out less for the repair than for the write-off settlement and
retain satisfied customers
Holden Dealers get additional and future parts, service and sales
opportunities
Holden Owners have their vehicle repaired

Use the Holden Write-Off Prevention program next time and every time you
have a marginal total loss – together we could save the vehicle and provide
future sales and profit opportunities.
Simply email holdenwp@gm.com
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